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Job Title:  Instructor Representative 
 

 

Duties and Responsibilities: 
 

1. Direct the management of the business and affairs of the RBDC in the best interests of the corporation, 

exercising the care, diligence and skill of a reasonably prudent person, and acting honestly and in good faith. 
2. Prime responsibility is to represent the interests of the Instructors to the Executive, and to act as a liaison 

between the Officers and the Instructors. 
3. Prepare and deliver a report on Instructor/Chief Instructor activities and concerns and participate at all RBDC 

executive meetings.  Take notes of interest for the Instructors/Chief Instructors to take back to them. 
4. Prepare motions for decision as required (ie. Sept. & Jan. – Approval of the Instructor List, Request to invite 

Chief Instructors to return, requests from the Chief Instructor group that require executive approval, etc.) 

5. Prepare a written report for presentation and distribution at the RBDC Annual General Meeting in March.  
The Executive may request that the Chief Instructors report on the curriculum. 

6. Communicate to the Instructors the date and location of the Instructor Annual Meeting held in April or May. 
Attend and take minutes at this meeting. The Chief Instructors decide on the date, and the Vice President 

books the room. The Instructor Rep is elected at this meeting. 
7. In a timely manner, obtain schedule of dates for Instructor Preps from the Chief Instructors.  Communicate 

with Vice President to book an Instructor Preps facility, confirm the location with the Vice President, and 

arrange for a person to be responsible for opening/closing of facility. 
8. Communicate schedule and location of Instructor Preps to the Instructors, via the ‘Black Book’, Instructor 

Phone List when needed, and at the Instructor Meetings at Prep. 
9. Communicate with Chief Instructors to prepare agenda items for discussion at Instructor Preps. Prepare the 

agenda, including items for communication from the Executive, upcoming events, class info, general club 

info, and any other items that need to be discussed.  Arrange people to speak as needed.  Distribute the 
agenda to the Instructors. 

10. Attend and record minutes of the Instructor meetings at the Instructor preps. 
11. Attend Chief Instructor meetings when requested. 

12. Obtain dates for Instructor Workshops from the Chief Instructors.  Communicate with Vice President to book 

an Instructor Workshop facility, confirm the location with the Vice President, and arrange for a person to be 
responsible for opening/closing of facility.  (Note:  One of the Chief Instructors is designated as the 

workshop coordinator, and arranges the instructor and program.) 
13. Communicate schedule and location of Instructor Workshops to the Instructors, via the ‘Black Book’, 

Instructor Phone/email List when needed, and at the Instructor Meetings at Prep. 
14. In early September, develop an Instructor Phone List, and give a copy to the Executive secretary.  Put this 

list and an Executive Phone List (obtained from the Executive secretary) in the ‘Black Book’ and Instructor 

Handbook.  Distribute both lists to the Instructors. 
15. Issue cabinet keys to Instructors at the end of the first Prep meeting.  Keep a list of who has keys, and 

collect all keys at the end of the class year.  (Note:  The stereo person takes care of duplicating keys when 
needed.) 

16. Distribute Instructor Handbooks to new Instructors.  Work with the Chief Instructors on material to put in 

handbook.  Responsible for keeping all Instructor Handbooks current.  Issue updates each year in 
September and January.  Keep extra copies of the handbook. 

17. Store Instructor Application Forms.  These are created, distributed and received by the Chief Instructors. 
18. Maintain and update material in the ‘Black Binder’ weekly.  Keep a copy of the pages from the Instructor 

Handbook in this binder.  Store the Binder in the music cabinet where classes are held. 

19. Empty the Suggestion Box weekly.  Forward suggestions to the Chief Instructors or the President, as 
indicated by the topic of the suggestion. 

20. In September, assist the Chief Instructors in preparing a budget for the year.  Present this budget to the 
Executive at the next regular executive meeting. 

21. Submit receipts for any expenses incurred by Instructors to the Treasurer monthly. 
22. Perform such other duties as the directors may assign. 
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Time Requirements: 
 

 Attending all executive meetings (held monthly except in July and December).  These meetings require 2 to  

  3 hours of time per month. 

 Attending Annual General Meeting and any specially called general meetings. (2-3 hours per meeting) 

 Attending subcommittee meetings as required. 

 Preparing agenda and minutes Instructor Prep Meetings (2-3 hours per meeting). 

 Preparing reports for executive meetings and AGMs. (3-4 hours per report) 

 Maintaining and updating the Instructor Handbook, “Black Binder”, class announcements. (1/2 hr/week) 

 Communicating with Instructors/Chief Instructors and Vice President about Preps and Workshops. (2-3 hrs/month) 

 Meeting with Chief Instructors as required. (3-4 hours over the year) 

 Assisting Chief Instructors in budget development. (1-2 hours per year) 

 Developing and distributing an Instructor Phone List, Instructor schedules and step lists. (8 hrs/year) 

 Updating Instructor phone list. (1-2 hours over the year) 

 
 

Skills and Qualifications: 
 

1. Must be a member of the RBDC at the time of nomination and throughout term of office. 
2. Must be an Instructor at the time of nomination and throughout term of office. 

3. Ability to chair a meeting in an organized and timely manner. 

4. Basic computer skills (ability to use a word-processing program) an asset. 
5. Good verbal and written communication skills. 

6. Good interpersonal skills. 
7. Good organizational skills. 

8. Access to email an asset. 
 
 

Orientation and Training: 
 
The retiring Instructor Rep will meet with the incoming Instructor Rep and provide: 

1. A job description. 
2. Copies of minutes from Instructor Meetings. 
3. Copies of the last year of reports to Executive Meetings and for AGM where available. 
4. Current Instructor Handbooks. 
5. A copy of the most recent Instructor Group budget. 
6. Completed Instructor application forms for storage. 

7. A copy of the bylaws. 

 
 

Other: 
 

 Communicate date and location of Executive/Instructor Warm-up to Instructors. 

 Communicate date and location of Volunteer Appreciation Night (held in May or June) to Instructors. 

 Optional: Assign “Cookie Person” duties to buy juice, cookies, glasses etc. for Instructor Preps,  
 Instructor Workshops, and Instructor Annual Meeting (one person responsible or a rotating schedule). 
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